SECURITY &
COMPLIANCE
SOLUTIONS
The Cannabis Risk Management Challenge
The cannabis industry is a high-risk, high-visibility industry that presents unique
risk management challenges across the entire value chain. As the State of California
solidifies its regulatory frameworks for legalized cannabis, it will be imperative
for cannabis cultivators, infused products manufacturers and dispensaries to
understand their obligations with respect to safety and security. Facilities, assets
and operations will all require active measures to ensure that safety and security
planning, practices and systems meet minimum standards through regular
compliance audits and other forms of regular verification.

The OSS Risk Management Mission
OSS was founded to serve the California cannabis
industry with an exclusive focus on managing risks to
assets, facilities and operations across the value chain.
Our mission is to ensure that the success and sustainability
of our client’s cannabis businesses are not put in jeopardy by
inadequate threat assessment, poor security planning, ignorance
of compliance requirements or non-existent risk mitigation
protocols. Our differentiation derives from our personnel who leverage
a comprehensive set of skills, capabilities and experience toward
addressing the unique needs of the California cannabis industry. OSS
capabilities include:
• Threat assessments
• Security strategy, audit and compliance planning
• Traditional guard services (armed and unarmed)
• Hardened facility security systems,
• Physical access control systems,
• Traditional and advanced optical monitoring systems
• Physical facility security hardening
• Cybersecurity solutions
• Executive protection

COMPLIANCE
SOLUTIONS
OSS recognizes that security planning and
risk management are new to many cannabis
business owners. We make it our business
(and our passion) to be a deep reservoir of
expertise on State and Local regulations,
laws and policies that continually shape
California’s legalized cannabis industry. Our
compliance solutions are founded upon risk
management protocols to ensure business
continuity, loss prevention and legal
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compliance. We provide full facility review
and compliance audits complemented by
a broad portfolio of remediation actions
to address any compliance gaps. Our
compliance solutions include custom
development of Security Policies, Employee
Manuals and complete documentation and
training services that exceed requirements
for Cannabis Use Permits and Cannabis
Business License application processes.

The experience of - no surprises. OSS
understands that compliance represents
a minimum acceptable level of security
performance but is no substitute for a
comprehensive 360-degree approach
to risk management through intensive,
integrated security planning. OSS
customers rest well with the confidence of
knowing their cannabis assets, facilities and
operations are secure beyond compliance.
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FACILITY SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
The facilities of cannabis cultivators and
dispensaries have become a key focus
for security regulations in States that
have legalized cannabis for medicinal or
recreational use. Depending upon the locale,
these security requirements can involve a
wide variety of measures including but not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video surveillance
Alarm systems
Intrusion detection
Access control systems
Physical fencing
Exterior lighting

OSS designs, installs, monitors, and manages
custom facility security solutions that exceed
State and Local compliance requirements
for the legal cannabis industry. Leveraging a
portfolio of technologies that include secure
mobile applications and web-based portals,
cannabis business owners are provided
24/7 remote visibility of their secured
facilities. Digital video recording (DVR) and
storage systems ensure compliance with
mandated record-keeping requirements

while providing appropriate State and
Local law enforcement with transparent
situational awareness within OSS-equipped
facilities. OSS security solutions include:
monitored alarms to protect against
multiple threats, dual infrared and full color
cameras, integrated video analytics for
threat detection, cue to slew PTZ cameras,
crash and smash protections and mobile
app management. Our remote 24/7 video
and alarm service monitoring ensures our
customers have the most comprehensive
facility security solution available anywhere.

A successful licensing process that reduces
risk to property, assets and operations
through comprehensive facility security
solutions exceeding State and Local security
compliance requirements.

OSS works directly with State and Local
law enforcement and compliance units to
deliver physical security and guard service
models that ensure continuity of operations
and effective response protocols in the
event of an incident. Our differentiation
derives from our personnel who typically
have prior military and/or law enforcement
experience and who receive the highest
level of training in line with their high-risk
assignments and responsibilities. In addition
to rigorous training, our unarmed guards
are equipped with the most sophisticated
non-lethal threat deterrent tools available
to ensure employee and facility safety while
law enforcement response is underway.

PHYSICAL
SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
OSS provides physical security solutions
consisting of uniformed armed and
unarmed guards as well as plain clothes
professionals for protection of executives
and “high profile” individuals in the cannabis
industry who may become potential targets
or otherwise face a variety risks or threats.
The cannabis industry presents a number
of unique challenges to traditional physical
security practices. The large amounts
of cash and the abundant availability of
cannabis and cannabis-derived products
means that internal risks and threats can be
as significant as external ones. These unique
challenges mandate that only the most
highly qualified, trained and experienced
individuals are suitable for consideration as
OSS security personnel. Therefore, all OSS
guards and security professionals must pass
stringent background checks that greatly
surpass the security personnel screening
requirements of the State of California. Our
training regime for all armed and unarmed
guards is the most rigorous in the industry
with an extreme focus on - professionalism,
competence, vigilance and discretion. OSS
guards provide a visible security presence at
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client cannabis facilities which as a powerful
deterrent can mean the difference between
becoming a target for theft or robbery and
otherwise enjoying the absence of threat
and risk-related disruptions to the business.
OSS develops custom physical security
service models for each cannabis business
client given that service requirements
are seldom the same from one facility,
operational model or location to another.
Our custom service model approach aligns
with the current reality that throughout
the State of California, cannabis industry
regulations relative to physical security can
vary from county to county and city to city.
Some locales require armed guards for
cannabis businesses while other locales
mandate only unarmed guards.
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Ease of mind in knowing that facilities and
individuals are secured by highly trained
and highly experienced professionals who
have successfully completed a rigorous
vetting process in line with their high-risk
assignments and responsibilities.
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